GRADE 4

- lunchbox (clearly labeled with student name please)
- Refillable water bottle (clearly labeled with student name please)
- backpack (non-rolling preferred for safety on the stairs)
- 1 jump rope – Should be sized by standing in the middle of the rope and drawing the ends up to the shoulders. Handles optional.
- pencil case or zippered pouch for school supplies
- 2 dry erase markers
- 1 dry eraser or old sock
- 1 pair of scissors
- 3 large glue sticks
- Box of 12 #2 pencils-sharpened
- 2 large erasers
- erasable pens (blue/black/ 1 red)
- colored pencils
- 1 pack colored markers
- 1 box crayons (16)
- 1 package of ¼”graph paper
- 2 spiral bound notebooks
- compass
- 6 two-pocket folders (science/foreign language/Religion/R/L/A and Social Studies and Math)
- 3 marble composition books (science/social studies/English)
- 2 packets of Wide Ruled Paper
- 3 Multi Colored highlighters
- 1 Protractor
- 1 Compass
- 1 Ruler (inches and centimeters)
- 1 pack of 3x5 index cards, white
- 1 set earbuds or small headphones (clearly labeled with student name please)
- 1 large container disinfecting wipes
- 2 large boxes of Kleenex
- OPTIONAL : clear contact paper at home to cover workbooks for durability
- OPTIONAL: mouse for chromebook